Date: April 1, 2020

To,
BSE Limited,
Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers,
Dalal Street,
Mumbai 40001

Reference: Scrip Code No. 542728.

Subject: Disclosure under Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 regarding reopening of the factory premises for manufacturing of Personal Protection Equipment’s (‘PPE’) in light of the Novel Coronavirus (COVID 19) Pandemic.

Dear Sir/Madam,

Pursuant to Regulation 30 of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, and in the interest of prevention and containment of the Novel Coronavirus (COVID 19), the Company has examined its ability to manufacture PPE garments and other related articles on job work basis as approached by M/s. Ganesh Healthcare, Virar and M/s. Genova Biotec, Bhayander, Thane. As the Company has the requisite resources, the Company is now in the process of opening its factory premises situated at Virar for the manufacture of PPE and other related articles.

The Company is also in the process of approaching the Government authorities to directly manufacture PPE garments and other related articles.

The Company ensures that the factory premises situated at Virar would take maximum care and precautionary measures to protect the safety and health of its workers in accordance with the Government recommended practices.

You are requested to take the above information in your records.

Thanking you,
Yours Faithfully,
For SK International Export Limited

Sd/-
Hitesh S Sadh
Managing Director
DIN: 03055331

Place: Thane